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Green Forex Vision and Mission

The world is dynamic constantly shifting, and presents

Our team truly believes in economic decentralization.

new opportunities. We aim to build the Green Forex platform

However, the most common scenario tends to be that a small

that will guide this new technology into the future, starting

number of addresses holds huge amounts of tokens. With

with a token and new innovative cryptocurrency exchange.

Green Forex we want to stand up against this kind of
distribution and user our in-house mechanisms to work

Green Forex token, GFT is the utility token forming the

towards this goal.

backbone of the Green Forex ecosystem. GFT token will be
based on Binance blockchain. Its total supply is 1Billion. The

Green Forex aims to become the most decentralized BSC

token holders will be rewarded with various benefits on the

token. Through the usage of cutting-edge technology

Platform, and in our future projects - whether or not detailed

mechanisms, 60% of Green Forex total supply will be

within this white paper.

distributed among BSC active users through staking. Our goal

is to spread Green Forex philosophy by gaining trustworthy
holders through the fair distribution of the token.

GFT TOKEN FOUNDATION
TECHNICAL DESIGN: SIMPLE & SECURE

When speaking of a decentralized network, we are, of
course, alluding to our application, made accessible through
a series of Smart Contracts (programs on the Blockchain

that run on a pre-determined schedule and are typically
used to automate the swift execution of agreements). This
approach allows for the facilitation of services, usually only
available to centralized financial institutions and governed
bodies. This innovative approach allows for those that haven’t
yet gained certitude to use the Aside from the
decentralization of said entities, to use previously inaccessible
services, by using Smart Contracts to smooth the way and
authenticate future transactions on the Smart Chain. Aside
from this newfound access for the layman, a decentralized
exchange will also centralize any garnered profits.

Community DrivenGFT community has been deciding to use various and Binance
Smart Chain to building all systems for Smooth and faster
performance. Here we maintain some technology that we are
using in developing the system. Our community keeps
growing every day. Please join our social platforms to get

updates. Our Community keeps growing everyday.
Making money is good, but making money together is even
better. We choose to share our success with the world to
enhance the living standards of communities, your
families, and your bank accounts.

OUR CORE TEAM
The team that runs the Green Forex project is the whole
community who are loyal, hold their tokens and give their full
support. That's why the project is described as communitydriven, because without a loyal community we won't achieve
the goals together. In addition, experienced specialists are

hired to help with marketing to generate more awareness.
These specialists have been in the crypto scene for a long
time and know how to make Green Forex one of the top
crypto projects.

GFT TOKEN CORE
TECHNICAL DESIGN: SIMPLE & SECURE

TOKEN UTILITIES/BENEFITS
GFT is a payment token at GREENFOREX Platform, by which

GREEN FOREX is an BSC token following the BEP20 protocol.

the trading fee, listing fee, etc. can be paid. GREENFOREX will

We will take a conservative design approach in order to

implement a tiered membership system for users. The tiers

minimize the attack surface that complicated smart contracts

will consist of “Standard” users and multiple levels of

present to hackers around the world. Furthermore, we chose

“Premium” users depending on the PROB holding by users .

not to use an advanced contract token architecture to

The service will provide enhanced benefits for those

minimize the number of ways the token and token-holders

“Premium” users that hold the required PROB balance . The

can be attacked. Our token contract is available to view here

membership level will be adjusted on a daily basis. Premium

GFT PARTNERSHIP

users will qualify for enhanced fee discounts and referral

At Green Forex Staking, our mission is to involve everyone in

bonus, listing voting rights, and priority access to new

the block chain revolution. We keep innovating, and building

features and trading products.

features to involve more people, and drive adoption. GFT
aims to involve enthusiasts who don't have time to trade,

Community Driven-

don't know which token to trade or how to trade. It's a

Making money is good, but making money together is even

simplified community-driven initiative where crypto currency

better. We choose to share our success with the world to

enthusiasts can find staking benefits, and let them grow their

enhance the living standards of communities, your

crypto currency portfolio with Green Forex Token . We have

families, and your bank accounts.

an existing community of token holders who can stake with

the funds of new entrants and in return, earn commission
and profits on the staking they make
.

About Us

Why Choose GREENFOREX?
GFT will revolutionize the way we trade and
engage with Crypto platforms by introducing a
slew of innovative features. Secured By Bianace
Smart Contract: GFT provides a safe, Fast,
Reliable and Innovative core as the backbone
used to define the parameters of GFT Platform
and compile with Community need and Future.
GFT PARTNERSHIP REWARD
GFT CULTIVATION REWARD
GFT DIRECT LEAD REWARD
SPONSER OUR DONATION FOR NATURE CAUSE

PROMOTING GREEN ENERGY

GREEN FOREX TOKEN ALLOCATION
❖40% of the Total Supply will be introduced in the pre launch event.
❖10% of Tokens Allocated for a Fair Launch Public Sale.
❖20% of Total Supply Allocated for Marketing and Development.
❖11% of the Total Supply will be forward to Partnership and Cultivation
❖6% of Total Supply managed for redistribution.
❖2% of Total Supply Allocated for Airdrop to Support Communities in
Need.
❖2% of Total Supply locked for Community Support.
❖3% of Total Supply distributed for the affiliate.
❖5% Locked into Liquidity.
❖1% of the Total Supply will be donated.

GREEN FOREX TOKEN ECO
❖Our own community currency: GREEN FOREX (GFT) Token.
❖Our own community decentralized Platform.
❖Our own community Token connecting Green Energy Community and
projects.
❖Our own community GFT Partnership.
❖Our own community For Cultivation.
❖Our own community GFT GREEN CRYPTO.
❖Crypto education for on community.
❖Our own community NFT marketplace for content creators.
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GFT TOKEN CUNCLUSION
TECHNICAL DESIGN: SIMPLE & SECURE

GFT has introduced a one-of-a-kind idea with Safe, Noncustodial, Near-Instant Transaction Settlements, Ease-of Use features and simple cryptocurrency
payments as well as a digital arbitration resolution mechanism. The exciting doors the BEP Blockchain opens up for us will revolutionize the manner in
which we trade. With increased throughput and energy efficiency alongside decreased fees, we are confident that this modern blockchain will allow us to
offer a far more stable, cost effective and efficient means to trade. With the looming launch of BEP Smart Contracts posed to launch in the near future, we
are increasingly excited for the coming months as current technologies are revolutionized and brought light years ahead of the current status quo.
Regulation in the cryptocurrency space is an ongoing debate for governments around the world. As the market for cryptocurrency exchanges has
developed, there has been increased scrutiny on the business practices and security of exchanges. During the development of the Green Forex platform,
we have seen governments install new regulations on cryptocurrency exchanges that have either halted or shut down operations in those countries. It is
our belief that more regulatory measures will be GFT posed and debated that will define the future of cryptocurrencies. We hope to work with

governments around the world to help define and implement regulations that will help ensure security for investors and GFT Holder the growth of the
global cryptocurrency ecosystem. Despite our best efforts, Green Forex’s entry as a cryptocurrency exchange comes with a fair share
of risks that can interrupt or even terminate operations as a platform. These risks can include deliberate actions such as DDOS attacks, phishing, and
stricter than anticipated regulatory requirements. To mitigate risks to the platform, we are continually staying abreast of the news and participate in
discussions on the path forward for cryptocurrencies. The platform will implement security features outlined below at launch and in future development

This White Paper is documented with the intent to introduce
GFT Community and its product offerings, and the GFT Token
to prospective token holders in relevance with the proposed
ICO and ongoing development plans. The objective here is to
offer descriptive information to those with the sole intention
of acquiring and holding GFT Tokens.

Green
Forex
Disclaimer

To the maximum extent and to the best of Green Forex's
ability, Green Forex, any officers and employees (henceforth
known as “Green Forex”) shall not be liable for any losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not
limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or
data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or
reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by you.
Green Forex will do its best to launch its operations and
develop the Green Forex platform and the Green Forex token
(“GFT”). Green Forex assumes no liability or responsibility for
any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the
incapacity to use the GFT. This whitepaper is written to
provide information on a platform being planned by Green
Forex. All materials are for informational purposes only and
should not be used as a basis for any investment decision.
This whitepaper does not constitute or relate in any way nor
should they be considered as an offering of securities in any
jurisdiction. Any information contained in this whitepaper can
change without any notice at the sole discretion of Green
Forex. From time to time, updates may be made to this
whitepaper and posted on the proper channels. It is the
responsibility of the user to ensure they are in possession of
the latest version of the whitepaper.

The cryptocurrency space faces large regulatory risk that may
have a direct effect on Green Forex and the Green Forex
Token (“GFT”). Regulatory authorities around the world are
carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to
cryptocurrencies and related services. As a possible result of
regulatory measures, investigations or actions by authorities,
Green Forex’s may be limited or prevented from developing its
operations in the future. In such case, any person utilizing
Green Forex’s services acknowledges and understands that
neither Green Forex nor any of its affiliate shall be held liable
for any direct or indirect loss or damages caused by such
changes.
Green Forex shall not be liable for any loss during the
utilization of the Green Forex platform and GFT by any reason.
This whitepaper and any other materials or explanations
made by Green Forex shall not and cannot be considered as
financial advice for an investment. Green Forex shall not be
considered as advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters.
Acquiring GFT shall not grant any right or influence over Green
Forex's organization.

Thank You
GREEN ENERGY HELPS IN GREEN EARTH

